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Let p(z) = E"-o aiz', and f°r all pairs ay, a¡+¡ of successive nonzero

coefficients, form the ratios

(i) r,«(_i)._ÎL.

Certain relationships exist between the location in the complex plane

of the ratios (1) and the zeros of p(z).

Takahashi has proved1 that every sector of the plane, with vertex

at the origin, which contains all the zeros of p(z) must also contain

all the ratios (1).

The present note gives an answer to the converse question, that of

finding restrictions on the location of the zeros of p(z) when all the

ratios (1) are known to lie in a given sector of the plane.

Theorem. Let the ratios (1) all lie in the sector

S:   6 - — =" arg z g 6 + — (h = n).
x h h

Then all the zeros of p(z) lie in the sector

7T 7T TV IT

S0:   0 - v-\-^argz^ö-r-r-|-.
n       h n       h

and this is the best bound possible.

Since the relative positions of the zeros of p(z) and the ratios (1)

are not altered by rotations, we may, by a suitable preliminary rota-

tion, make 0 = 0. We may also assume that the leading coefficient of

p(z) is unity.

The theorem is proved first under the assumption that all the

coefficients of p(z) are nonzero. We may then write

p(z) = zn - rn-iz"'1 + rn-irn-2zn-2 - • • • + (-l)»(/_1fv_J • • • r0).

If z0= | Zo| ei<T+a) = - | zo| eia, if f/- |fy| e»¡ (allj), and if we let 0n = 0 for
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convenience, we have

n

( -1) np(z0) = 2Z¿ iei«a+»»+,»-1+ • • -W,

j'-o

where the A¡ are real positive numbers. If all the ratios lie in S,

while Zo lies outside So, we have

N^T    0' = 0, •••,«- 1), |a|<(---V.
h \n       h /

We show that under these circumstances p(zo) 9¿0.

We make the proof in two parts. First, if h^2n, we consider

(-l)"{5R[#(*o)] cos ka + $[p(z0)] sin ka}

n

= (-l)»£¿,cos [(/- k)a + 0n+ ■■• +0,],
Í-0

where

hn
k — n

2(A - re)

If Zo is a zero of p(z), the left side of this equality must be zero. But

under our assumption that z0 lies outside S0 we can show that all

the angles involved on the right side lie in | arg z\ ^ir/2, with the

strict inequality holding at least once, whence the right side is posi-

tive. For k^j^n, we have

\(j-*)« + ».+ ••• + «,| s [<j - ''(-^--H + ^y^]»

In h 2j

^ ri   .   2(n-j)       Il T
â-1-■-IT =  -••

Lre 2» 2J 2

For 0^j<k, we have

|(y- *)« + «,+ ... +i,| <£(* -j)L--—\+j\v

L  Vre        */       h\ 2

When n^h<2n, we proceed similarly to consider the expression
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( —i)-{íR|>(*o)] eos (dn + ■ ■ ■ + dk+i + ßdk)

+ $[p(z0)] sin (6n+ ■■■ + 6k+i + udk)}

= (-l)n<{   E Ai eos [ja - 0,_i - ••• - dk+i - ii6k]
V i=k+2

+ Ak+i eos [(£ 4- l)a - p.dk]

+ E A¡ eos [/« + 6k H-+ 9, - tfk]{ ,

where

-[}]■   -GH"
For fe+2^' = «, we have

I ja — dj-i — ••• — dk+i — ¡xdk I

L»       2j Lm       2J 2

For the "middle term," we have

| (* + 1)« - „0k| < [(* + 1)(— - —\+~~\v

L   « 2j L«        2j 2

For 0 =j = k, we have

\ja + 0k+ ■■■ +6i- ß6k\^ \j\ — -—)+ -I *

-rL-ï+ii,
L»       Ä       2j

srjL_3i+lL.-
" LA/2       A        2 J 2

This finishes the proof for polynomials with nonvanishing coefficients.

To show that our theorem holds for a polynomial p(z) with one or

more zero coefficients, we consider the polynomial q(z) obtained by
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inserting terms into p(z) as follows: Into each gap, where a¡, aJ+s

(í>1) are two consecutive nonvanishing coefficients, we insert the

terms

e[_2i+»-i + 2;+«-2 _..._|_ (_i)«-v+i] (e jt o).

Now we may choose arg e in such a way that the ratios for q(z) are

contained in the sector 5 which contains those of p(z). For, cor-

responding to each gap where we have inserted terms, p(z) has the

one ratio r = ( — \)'aj/a¡+„ while q(z) has s — 2 ratios equal to 1, which

automatically lie in S, and the two ratios r' =e/aj+s and r" = ( — i)'a,-/e.

But r = r'r", so that by choosing 2 arg e = arg ( —l)8+arg a,-+,

+arg a¡, we have arg r'=arg r" = (arg r)/2. The ratios for q(z) do

now lie in S. Furthermore, since the zeros of a polynomial are con-

tinuous functions of its coefficients, we may, by taking | e| sufficiently

small, make the zeros of q(z) arbitrarily near to those of p(z). But

q(z) is a polynomial with nonvanishing coefficients, whence its zeros

are known to lie in the closed sector So. Thus it is clear that those of

p(z) must also lie in So-

The sector So cannot be improved. For p(z) =zn+( — 1)" has a zero

on arg z = 7t — ir/n; and the zeros of P(z)=p(z)+6 2^-1 ( — l)kzn~k

(e>0), with ratios e, 1, 1/e on the positive real axis, are arbitrarily

near to those of p(z) for sufficiently small e. The rotation z = e~iT/hw

furnishes the polynomial Q(w)=P(e~"lhw). Both the ratios and the

zeros of Q(w) are obtained from those of P(z) by a rotation through

w/h. Hence there is a ratio of Q(w) on the upper boundary of S,

while there is a zero of Q(w) arbitrarily near to the upper boundary

of S0. Clearly there is a similar polynomial R(w) =P(eiTlkw), whose

ratios lie in 5 and which has a zero arbitrarily close to the lower

boundary of S0.

Corollary 1. If all the ratios lie in S, then all the zeros of the

kth derivative of p(z) lie in

(n-k-\       1 \ (n-k-\       1 \
d-rl-— + — Lgargzge + TT (—-— +— ).

\   n — k h / \   n — k h /

Corollary 2. // all the ratios lie in S, then all the k-fold zeros of

p(z) lie in

/    n- k 1\ /   re - k l\
6 - t[-1-) á argz á B + ir[-1-).

\n- k+1       h) \n-k+\       h
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